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Introduction:

Liberalism is a philosophy / political and economic philosophies are based on the primacy of the individual as a free creature, freedom is the central argument is keen to highlight the liberal doctrine.

Starting from this theoretical argument is the nature of the liberal perspective of the various areas of human being. liberalism of the intellectual means "freedom" of belief, thought and expression. In economic terms means "freedom" of private property and "freedom to" act according to the regular economic law of the market. At the political level means "freedom" of assembly and the establishment parties and the selection of power. Thus, we note that the argument of freedom are not only the principle of inter principles they are based to establish other principles. With the need for awareness that the word freedom itself is not specific significance and limited dimensions. They are common to many that liberalism is a liberation movement is to estimate the absolute freedom motivated by the same person while she was originally hired the movement of the value of freedom in a manner suited to her condition.

In the era of the Renaissance took European consciousness experiencing mobility culturally was the founding of the cities of open trade on the world, opened up awareness of the European on the worlds of Arab Hellenic and Roman are worlds by being located outside the orbit of the canonical text has surprised the European mind and proved to him that there is the potential of a knowledge class of those left behind by his horns Central is fascinated by the biblical text and then was the first tendency .to dominate the consciousness of this tendency is an open medial This openness to the cultural heritage of Islamic civilization and Hellenic had to be opposed by the church and then had to be thinkers felt the need to tame the trend of freedom.

Fukuyama said that we have reached the end point of the ideological evolution of man, which is universal in the Western liberal democratic model as a final judgment
of the humanitarian. So Very bankruptcy that the doctrine of human claims that it has achieved everything, and after this doctrine must announce the end of history.

**The Liberalism and the Politics life:**

"In Leland's philosophical encyclopedia: the liberalism: a political doctrine sees that it is advisable that to the farther possible limit the independence of the legislative authority and the judicial authority are increased concerning the executive procedural authority, and that he is given to the citizens greater he has bestowed the guarantees in the confrontation of the rule arbitrariness".(1)

Classic liberalist asked for the absence of the country except concerning the general protection for the society. This opinion has become extinct in the contemporary liberalism that inclined to consider the individual freedom a target and if with the intervention of the country. While the main doctrine was at the classicists the request for the absence of the country whatever its results are on the individual.

The political liberalism is a western theory or a system or style in the rule, and means the allowed freedom in the general expression of the political ideas, on condition that she doesn't call for the social violence or affects the civil peace and the national security. The political liberalism is a system that differs from the freedom in Islam, the regulations of the political liberalism and their references have no relation with the religion and neither by its legislation's nor with the satisfaction of an Allah (Glory be to Him) and no by the hereafter, as for the freedom in Islam, she is limited by the Islamic legislation that represents the public order basis is in the Islamic countries and a guarantee of the civil peace, with a giving of complete freedom to other than the Muslims in the Islamic state, but without affecting by the necessities of the Islamic public order or carrying out works which would lead to its weakening or its confusion or its cancellation or the overturn on it.
The liberal thought arose about a political and economic philosophy, produced cultural convictions and social exercises, tried thereafter to turn to aims to a religious freedom, and relative and presumptive, interprets to (the religion). And the liberalism, with all its definitions to all their kinds, she concentrates on a single essence that agrees on it all of the liberals, she considers the freedom it is the principle and the utmost in the life of the human, and she is behind its motives and its goals, and it is the introduction and the result to its actions. The freedom is the supervisor at them without the least limits or restrictions, whether that were these borders or was those restrictions of a political or social reason or a cultural, as for the human slavery principle to his creator as all the heaven's message brought him, it is at the liberals a kind of the heritage of the backward past.

**The economic liberalism:**

An economic doctrine sees that the country shouldn't undertake industrial jobs, and no commercial jobs, and that the intervention in the economic relations that rises between the individuals and the classes or the nations is not legal to it. The economic liberalism is close by the political liberalism, and the liberals believe that the government that judges by the minimum its rule is the better. And see that the economy organizes itself, and they see that the government organizations are not necessary.

The most famous liberal economic systems it is the system of the capitalism that arranged its ideas the Scottish economist Adam Smith in its book (the nations wealth). The freedom of turnover and trade, the work freedom and the freedom of the contracting and the freedom of the exercise of any profession enter the freedom that the liberals demand or an economic activity taking from the famous slogan to the French Revolution (leave it works leave it passes).

What is perfects the rules of the economic game and their values is the supply and demand market without any government restriction or Trade Union. To the worker the freedom in the work or the leaving as to the capital owner the allowed freedom are in the employment of the issue that wants by the wage that wants.

The liberal concept changed and the new liberalism was prominent above the surface after World War II because of the suffocating economic crises and the recession and that is to centralize the capital and appear the huge industrial monopolies, and the collapse of the exchange rule by the gold and the labors revolution crisis in Germany.
from what made the governments intervene to revive the economy the liberal ideology changed to the opinion of the importance of the government intervention to organize the market.

The reality of the free market proves that the department heads towards the priests pockets of money and economy, the money pumps in the closets that possess the experiment and the economic exercise, and raising the country authority about the repair of the market, enabled each swindler to play, and the market became a forest from the monsters that eat all weak.

**The Liberalism and the morals:**
The liberal definitions agree unanimously that it is a leaning to the soul with an openness to the love; so that the human don't be belonging except to soul, and no prisoner except for his love, and this is what the French intellectual (Lashieh) shortened in his saying: the liberalism is the absolute deterioration.
The launched freedom that the liberalism calls for contradicts other values, as the justice and the equality, but and the others freedoms, therefore John Stewart Mill has tried to find an equation that reconciles between the liberal and the democracy, he didn't allow with the restriction of an individual freedom, except to prevent a clear damage what befalls the others, due to acting this individual, and he has distinguished John a tendency is between the special space and the general space, the individual gave a freedom released in the first space, and he allowed the country to intervene only concerning the second space.

"Disney movies are aimed at kids. They use children's sense of powerlessness as a key plot device.

Liberals have cultivated that same feeling of powerlessness to the point that it has become an entire narcissistic, victim-centric worldview.

In short, like children attracted to Disney movies, liberals have yet to grow up and accept responsibility for their own existences.

So, here are the ten top ways the liberal view of reality resembles a Disney movie:
10) Liberals' entire universe is divided into Good Guys and Bad Guys, Nice People and Mean People, Us. vs. Them.

9) Liberals are powerless; their puny little lives are controlled by big ugly mean monsters or corporations that don't care and want to hurt them.

8) Birds and animals and fish and trees can think and feel and talk.

7) Transportation can be effected with little or no fuel consumption, via vehicles such as broomsticks, magic carpets and pixie dust. Much like the cute little hybrids and electric cars liberals love.

6) There is no God, just an unreasoning faith in some inchoate force you might as well call "The Circle of Life."

5) Reality revolves entirely around what they are thinking, feeling and experiencing, as if the universe were a movie in which they had the starring role.

4) Nobody understands or appreciates them. And this fact is somehow of the utmost importance.

3) Collapsing in a puddle of tears is an effective coping strategy; they expect someone to turn up who actually cares.

2) There's no hope at all for a happy ending unless someone more powerful than they magically comes and saves them. In their case, though, it's not a fat genie or a fairy godmother. Instead, it's some heroic and compassionate government initiative.

And the Number One way that liberals view the world as a Disney movie...

1) To get something, they don't think they should have to plan for it or work for it or sacrifice. Instead, they should only have to want the thing a whole, whole, whole lot)" (2)

What liberals believe
"Liberals believe that all Americans should have equal access and influence in politics regardless of the size of their wallet, and that Wall Street speculators should not have the ability to put our 2economy at risk.

Liberals believe that health care is a right and not a privilege. Liberals believe that you do not feed your seed corn to chickens that lay their golden eggs somewhere else. And the chickens should not lay their eggs at the capitol.

Liberals believe that working people should not have to pay higher taxes on their 401K than Wall Street investors do on their earnings. Liberals believe that the public school system and unions have been at the core in building this country's middle class and that the strength of America lies in its people and not in its corporations.

Liberals believe that government, and not corporations, are better suited to protect society's ethics, sense of justice and individual dignity. Liberals do not hide behind the flag, Constitution, religion or the relative concept of freedom when expounding their beliefs.

Finally, liberals believe that the economy, like a house, should be built from the bottom up and not from the top down.” 3

**Islam and Liberalism:**

Islam preceded the liberalism in the protection of the freedoms according to regulations and laws as the political life systems by what guarantees the society interest.

The liberalism allowed by all what is inconsistent with the religion and the manners under the pretext of the freedom without punishment.

The claim of the liberalism the allowed freedom contradicts what the Islamic religion performed with the indication of the Quran and Sunna, The freedom is not absolute but bound by the divine legislations.

---

2- Gregory Oatis, americanthinkers.com
3- Juan Puerto, M.D., Immokalee, www.naplesnews.com
Promotion of Virtue and Prevention of vice contradicts the liberalism from all sides, The liberal principle based on the freedom, the advice principle and the Islamic promotion of virtue and prevention of vice violates this and restricts the freedom with what the shariaa brought, on the liberal principle to the human its freedom in drinking the wine and this violating the promotion of virtue and prevention of vice principle opposing it because the Muslim human prevents drinking the wine in the name of the denial of the evil.

**Negative and Positive liberty:**
Isiah Berline (1969) has drawn an influential but ultimately unpersuasive distinction between two purely descriptive concepts that he calls, respectively, negative liberty and positive liberty.

- Negative liberty is freedom from coercive interference by others in relation to some area or domain of personal conduct. Others must not deny the individual, either directly or by means of institutional practices, opportunities to choose acts or omissions within the relevant domain.

- Positive liberty is freedom to be one's own master. It involves a wish to be the instrument of my own, not of other men's. The individual must exercise his or her ill to choose acts and omissions in his or her personal life, and in the public arena, in which self-government means "to have a voice in the laws and practices of society in which one lives."  

**Conclusion**
If the political liberalism was meaning the human right in the choice of the regime who he wants, and the deputies who represent him, by what guarantees establishing justice, the equality and the independence, this liberalism started falling as a slogan by The United States and the West countries promising of it ; The United States and its allied have been used to the violation of the His Excellency and the freedom of many of the countries in the last years, a time with the direct invasion, a time with the blatant intervention, times and times by the sanctions kinds and by this he holds regularly a waste what the West considers values and traditions the greatest revolutions moved its term there, and this happens from America in particular by on
the right of religious and exaggerating, believes in the craftsmanship more from what believes in the freedom, until that the political rights inside The United States herself, she became living a danger and a damage that started coming to This is what confirms that the American domination project is not for the freedoms, by an amount what is because of the racial and class departments inside and outside.
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